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Amplitude and phase fluctuations of monochromatic acoustic signals traveling through diffuse
mid-ocean ridge hydrothermal vent plumes are modeled using existing theory in an attempt to find
suitable frequencies and path lengths for plume monitoring. Weak-scattering solutions are evaluated
numerically, with model parameters adjusted to match observed plume characteristics. Constraints
required for weak-scattering solutions to be valid can be met for transmission ranges of 500–2000
m and frequencies of 20–80 kHz. Therefore, because fluid structure and scattering strength are more
closely linked for weak scattering than for stronger scattering, inversion for fluid statistical
properties may be possible, enabling diffuse vent monitoring. Such monitoring would be subject to
geometric assumptions such as transmission entirely within a statistically homogeneous plume.
Performance-limiting phase fluctuations have also been computed for a 13–17 kHz geodetic survey
system. ©1998 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~98!01801-3#
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INTRODUCTION

Fluctuations that develop as radiation passes throug
randomly inhomogeneous medium can provide a view of
medium characteristics. Since sound propagates fr
through water, it has been the wave of choice for this type
remote sensing in the ocean. The usefulness of the view
tained, and the reliability of its interpretation, is depend
on the both the nature of the inhomogeneities and the reg
of the acoustic scattering.

Propagation modeling in the Rytov weak-scattering
gime ~Fante, 1975; Strohbehn, 1978; Tatarskii, 1971! is used
here to investigate the potential of a forward-scattered ac
tic measurement of mid-ocean ridge hydrothermal venti
This type of measurement would involve transmission fr
a tethered source to a tethered receiver. The signals wou
fluctuations of phase and amplitude, to be associated in
inverse fashion with thermal fluctuation statistics along
propagation path. Details of the modeling technique are
scribed in two previous publications~Duda, 1991; Duda
et al., 1988!. Parameters of the modeling are adjusted to
appropriate for diffuse vent fluid using data from a fie
study at the Juan de Fuca Ridge~Trivett and Williams,
1994!. Since a forward model is required for inverse estim
tion of fluid properties, a primary aspect of this work is a
certaining that the Rytov model is applicable to experim
tally realistic frequencies and propagation distances.
Rytov model is accurate for situations having acoustic fl
tuations below some threshold, but breaks down for
creased fluctuation strength.

Diffuse vent effluent is only slightly warmer than th
deep ocean water and generally resides in a bottom-hug
plume~Trivett, 1994! rather than in a buoyant plume waftin
in the current. An acoustic remote sensing scheme may
330 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 103 (1), January 1998 0001-4966/98/10
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possible for these plumes since they are trapped at a kn
vertical location near the bottom. Remote sensing may
beneficial for diffuse plume monitoring because of the inh
ent volumetric averaging. For example, a volumetric m
sure may determine whether point measurements~such as
with thermometers! are spatially representative, or may mo
accurately characterize a larger volume. Also, some suc
may be achieved at circumventing the so-called ‘‘goph
hole’’ problem of outflow sensing, where the total output
a hydrothermal area may not be measurable with sensors
few vent openings because of transient vent birth or mor
ity ~Tivey, 1991!.

In principle, if the acoustic fluctuations are not too larg
weak-scattering theory can be used to relate aspects o
scattered field to the intervening medium. The wea
scattering behavior is an important requirement for flu
characterization because it implies a close link between
dium fluctuation statistics and acoustic fluctuation statist
This close relation is not true for stronger scattering wh
exhibits ‘‘saturation’’ ~Ishimaru, 1978!, a convergence of
statistics. Many underwater propagation regimes exhibit
ther very weak or very strong scattering, such as vert
propagation away from boundaries~weak! and horizontal
propagation through strong turbulence in a mixed layer o
coastal region~strong!. The weak-scattering cases may n
provide adequate signal for fluid characterization, a probl
as severe as saturation from strong scattering. On the o
hand, diffuse vent flows in otherwise essentially therma
homogeneous deep-ocean water masses may be a situat
adequate scattering, but not strong scattering, where ac
tics can be modeled, understood, and inverted for meas
ment purposes. Other constraints on fluid characteriza
exist, such as homogeneity and isotropy of refractive ind
variations within the water, but these complications
3303(1)/330/6/$10.00 © 1998 Acoustical Society of America
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inverse-based remote sensing can be considered and
with only after weak scattering has been verified.

The physics behind this possibility of acoustic remo
sensing are easily understood. The development of a so
pulse moving through a strongly heterogeneous med
from a simple to a complex pattern, as range increases, e
tually provides multiple arrivals at great range. At sho
ranges multipath may not exist, but the propagation p
cesses which eventually lead to multipath cause pulse dis
tions. Properties of these distortions~which can be though
of as incipient multipath! are dependent on properties of th
medium. We suppose that these distortions, manifeste
phase and amplitude fluctuations, can be measured and
to monitor rms thermal gradients at deep-ocean vent site

The obvious analog of the long-range ocean tomog
phic mapping~Munk et al., 1995!, i.e., the use of pulse tim
ing to map an anomalously warm plume, is not feasible n
hydrothermal vent areas unless acoustic sources and re
ers can be firmly fixed to the bottom. This is because tim
signals developed over the short ranges would be very sm
and any motions would overwhelm the signals~Trivett,
1991!. Because the pressure gradient in the nearly isother
deep ocean causes sound to refract upward, only instrum
on promontories could avoid the shadowing effect. Howev
the statistics of fluctuations in phase and amplitude wh
develop can be measured with tethered devices, without
sideration of overall timing, and related to the sound-sp
~temperature! statistics of the intervening medium. Such s
tistical remote sensing has been used in the atmosphere
the solar wind~Coles and Kaufman, 1978; Yeh and Li
1982!.

The goals of this short study are to determine frequ
cies and path lengths where weak scattering describes
propagation, and to determine the sensitivity of intens
fluctuation statistics to plume turbulence properties. Ad
tionally, phase statistics of 15-kHz weakly scattered sign
will be calculated for the purpose of providing signa
processing bounds on deep-ocean ridge acoustic geo
systems~Spiess and Hildebrand, 1995!.

I. WEAK SCATTERING

The Rytov weak-scattering model, also called t
method of smooth perturbations, quantifies forward scat
ing through a random medium. This is a single-scatter
approximation, with the field at the receiver expressed as
integral over range of scattered fields. The incident field
each range is composed of the field as it would exist in
absence of medium fluctuations. Statistical properties
fields in planes transverse to the propagation direction ca
expressed in terms of statistical properties of the interven
medium. The expressions for spatial spectra of phase
amplitude perturbations can be integrated to give varian
assuming spatial variability can be substituted for ensem
averaging, an assumption consistent with homogeneity
stationarity of environmental fluctuation statistics, and a
consistent with the spectral description. A suitable expr
sion from previous work is the double integral~Duda, 1991;
Dudaet al., 1988!
331 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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The notation is consistent with the cited publications. Tra
mission is in thex direction over a rangeR. F(k) is the
vector spectrum of sound-speed fluctuations, so that sou
speed variance ^m2&5*d3kF(k), with k5(kx ,kT)
5(kx ,ky ,kz) andk5uku. Q is the wave number power spec
trum of either log amplitude or phase,m is wave number in
the z-direction transverse to the propagation path at rangR
~vertical as written!, kz andky are transverse wave numbe
of inhomogeneities in the intervening medium,q is a refer-
ence acoustic wave number in an isovelocity mediums
5x/R is a normalized range coordinate, andl 5kys/m is a
scaled lateral wave number. The Fresnel radius isRf

5(2pR/q)1/2. The functionG is sine2 if we consider log
amplitude, cosine2 if phase.

Expression~1! for the acoustic fluctuation spatial spe
trum is derived from the expression for the acoustic fie
under the aforementioned scattering assumption, from wh
a covariance expression is developed. The spectrum foll
directly from the covariance via Fourier transform. Expre
sion ~1! is useful for modeling scattering from turbulenc
because it involves the spatial spectrum of the thermal fl
tuations, which are related in a known manner to fundam
tal properties of the turbulent field such as turbulent ene
production rate and thermal variance dissipation ratex
~Batchelor, 1959!.

Computations will include integration of log-amplitud
spectraQ over wave numberm, giving log-amplitude vari-
ance, which is 1/4 times log-intensity variance, since lo
intensityi52 ln A5ln(I/^I&). Sincei11'I /^I & in the region
of validity, log-intensity variance is equal to the scintillatio
indexs I

25(^I 2&2^I &2)/^I &2, a measure of scattering, whic
is a normalized intensity variance. The limits of applicabili
of Rytov theory are often quoted to bes I

2,0.3 ~Fante,
1975!, but phase fluctuation calculations may be valid b
yond this tos I

2,0.7 ~Ewart and Reynolds, 1984!.

II. SPECTRA OF SOUND-SPEED STRUCTURE

As in the previous work, the medium is modeled as
homogeneous volume of isotropic sound-speed fluctuatio
These are modeled with an isotropic inertial-convective s
lar subrange spectrum~Batchelor, 1953; Tatarskii, 1971!. A
high-pass filter with outer scalekt is used to confine the
subrange tokt,k, and a diffusive roll-off Rb from the
Batchelor spectrum is included, giving

Fm~k!5
f t

~k21kt
2!11/6

k2

k21kt
2 Rb~k!. ~2!

The scalar quantityf t is a spectral amplitude parameter.Fm

indicates modelF. This model is most sensible in a weak
stratified region, such as a surface mixed layer or a bot
boundary layer. It can also be realistic in stratified parts
the ocean, but stratification generally confines the subra
331T. F. Duda and D. A. Trivett: Scattering by plumes
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to scales of 1 m and less~Dillon, 1982!. Sound-speed struc
ture at scales smaller than the viscous cutoff scalel c

5(n3e21)1/4, tens of centimeters or less, is poorly model
by Fm ~n is the kinematic viscosity ande is the rate of dis-
sipation of kinetic energy!, but the precise form in the roll
off region is not relevant since microstructure of scalesRf or
larger contribute dominantly to acoustic fluctuations in t
weak fluctuation regime. The simulations here haveRf rang-
ing from 12.2 m~20-kHz, 2-km range! to 2.1 m ~80-kHz,
250-m range!, and most of the scattering is caused by t
largest modeled scales, determined bykt50.1 rad m21.

Vector spectraF which are isotropic, as areFm , can be
integrated over spherical shells to give wave number ma
tude spectra~also called three-dimensional spectra!, E(k)
52pk2F(k). One-dimensional spectraD(kx) for any direc-
tion x, which contain aliased contributions from high wa
numbers, are related by the expressionE(k)52k
3„dD(k)/dk… ~Tennekes and Lumley, 1972!. In the next
section it is shown that measuredD(k) from diffuse plume
fluid can be used to find parameters ofFm(k) which are best
matched to diffuse plumes.

III. MODEL MEDIUM CONSTRAINTS FROM FIELD
MEASUREMENTS

One-dimensional spectraD(k) can be computed from
the temperature records of Trivett and Williams. Duri
1990, two bottom-resting, 5-m tall tripods with vertical a
rays of thermistors and three-axis current meters were pla
on the Southern Juan de Fuca Ridge during the VENTS
field study. Four tethered arrays of thermistors were a
deployed. Representative data from one tripod are used h
The 45-m tall tethered arrays exhibited a clear distinct
between variable~in plume! and essentially isothermal~out
of plume! periods, each of many hours duration, encourag
this study of an averaging acoustic measurement tool.
tripod records were closer to the mixing influences of
rough volcanic terrain and had lower peak variances than
higher thermistors, so we will examine model spectra
magnitude equal to and greater than those consistent with
tripod measurements.

Spectra D(kx) of sound-speed fluctuations record
from fluid advecting past tripod BS3 are shown in Fig.
These are recorded within 3 m of thebottom. The tempora
sampling is once per minute, the mean velocity past the a
is 3.5 cm s21, and anisotropic fluctuations having horizont
scales of up to tens of meters are included. The spatial s
tra of Fig. 1 are calculated from temperature time-series
suming Taylor’s frozen field hypothesis and the above sta
velocity. A loosely fit k25/3 inertial-subrange spectrum i
also shown.

Properly scaled acoustic fluctuation predictions wo
result from models having spectraFm sharing common spec
tra E with the measuredD of Fig. 1. This is becauseE can
be computed from eitherD or F using relations of the pre
vious section. Figures 2 and 3 showE computed from the
higher-level D of Fig. 1, along withE spectra from the
loosely fit inertial-subrangeD. The slope of the measuredE
changes at wavelength of roughly 40 m, possibly indicatin
change in dynamics at that scale. Figures 2 and 3 also s
332 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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three exampleE(k) derived fromFm(k) used for propaga-
tion modeling. An important physical parameter is the th
mal dissipation ratex, which in the absence of salinity varia
tions can be computed from the spectrum in this way:

x52Dta
2E

0

`

k2E~k!dk, ~3!

whereDt is the molecular diffusivity of heat,a5dT/dc, T
is temperature, andc is sound speed. A more general defin

FIG. 1. The one-dimensional spectraD(kx) of sound speed (c) from tem-
perature (T) records at levels 1 and 4 of the tripod BS3 are shown~Trivett
and Williams, 1994!. The heights above the bottom are indicated. The sa
pling rate was 2 Hz, but these data are averaged and recorded at 1
intervals, so the Nyquist period is 120 s. The conversion to wave num
uses the mean speed measured at the same tripod, 0.035 m/s, giv
Nyquist wave number of about 4.2 m. The localdc/dT coefficient is
4.37 m s21 °C21. The straight dashed line shows a fittedk25/3 inertial sub-
range spectrum.

FIG. 2. SpectraE computed from the one-dimensional spectra of Fig. 1
compared withE computed from three model spectraFm . The curves at
lower wave number are from thek25/3 power-law exampleD ~straight
dashed line! and the more elevated of the two measuredD ~solid line!. Each
of the three model curves~dashed curves! has thermal dissipation ratex
51029 °K2 s21, with energy dissipation equal to 1029, 10210, and 2
310211 W kg21. The model height at the peak is inversely related toe and
to bandwidth.
332T. F. Duda and D. A. Trivett: Scattering by plumes
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tion of x is in terms of the temperature gradient varian
The parameterx is fixed for the family of model curves in
each figure; energy dissipation ratee varies.

Some details ofFm(k) are useful to keep in mind. Sinc
Fm are band limited, for a givenx the spectral magnitude a
a given scale varies inversely with the turbulence spa
bandwidth, which is governed at high wave number
Batchelor’s theory and increases with increasinge ~Batch-
elor, 1959!. The ratioM5x/e is a scaled version of mixing
efficiency in the steady-state situation, becausex is propor-
tional to thermal variance elimination~mixing! and e is re-
lated to source energy in the steady state. Since the o
scale is fixed atkt50.1 rad m21, the maximum variance oc
curs at 5–10 m wavelength. Substantial fluctuations exis
wavelengths as long as 15 m. Fluctuations drop off rapi
away from the peak wavelength. The outer scale is chose
loosely conform with our best ideas of plume dynam
~Trivett, 1994!. It is consistent with a weakly stratified later
plume many tens of meters in height above the seafl
entraining fluid, with eddies at all scales up to the plum
height.

IV. WEAK SCATTERING MODEL RESULTS

ModelsFm @given by Eq.~2!# consistent with measure
D are chosen for evaluation of Eq.~1!, with subsequent in-
tegration ofQ(m) ~spectrum of either log intensity or phas!
over all m to give s I

2 or the variance of phase. Based o
comparisons resembling Figs. 2 and 3,Fm having x of 4
31028, 1028, 431029, and 1029 °K2 s21 were used.
These had variable energy dissipation~or turbulent produc-
tion!, and thus variable spatial bandwidth, plus a varia
mixing efficiency M . The resultant sound-speed spec
bracket the experimental spectra in the band from 10 m
m wavelength. These are the smallest measured scales
the largest modeled scales. Their effect will dominate
modeled acoustic fluctuations, which should be compare
acoustic observations after longer period fluctuations~such
as from tidal effects! are filtered out.

FIG. 3. Similar to Fig. 2, but the modelE usex51028 °K2 s21, and energy
dissipations 1028, 1029, and 2310210 W kg21. These models spectra hav
significantly more variance atRf scales~meters! than those of Fig. 2.
333 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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Figures 4 through 6, showings I
2 for 40–80 kHz at 1–2

km range, shows I
2 exceeding 0.3 for the highest of the mod

els, but well below it in most cases. This is a promisin
result for plume monitoring. Figures 7 and 8 show weak
fluctuations for 20-kHz acoustics and short-range 80 kHz.

The figures show thats I
2 is a weak function ofM , as

expected, compared with the sensitivity tox. Factor of 40
changes ofx at fixed M have about triple the effect of a
factor of 50 change inM at fixedx. This is expected, since
M changes vary the turbulent bandwidth only a small pe
centage, with small changes in spectral height nearRf and
thus in scattering.

FIG. 4. Scintillation index (s I
2) results for the 40-kHz frequency, 1- and

2-km range (Rf56.1,8.7 m) are plotted versus scaled mixing efficiencyM .
Thermal dissipationx is fixed for each curve in the family, withx54
31028 °K2 s21 for the upper curve, descending to 1028, 431029, and
1029. The scaled mixing efficiency is the ratiox/e, units °K2 s21 over
W kg21. It can be seen thats I

2 is below or near the weak-scattering limit
~dashed line! for many situations.

FIG. 5. Scintillation index results for the 60-kHz frequency, 1-and 2-km
range (Rf55.0,7.1 m), which are slightly greater than the 40-kHz results
Fig. 4. The parameterx is fixed for each curve, having the same values as
Fig. 4.
333T. F. Duda and D. A. Trivett: Scattering by plumes
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The curves in each of the panels show that multip
values ofx andM will give identical s I

2 values. This nonu-
niqueness means that either additional observations, or be
constraints on plume structures and physics, may be requ
for total accuracy of monitoring.

An indirect-path seafloor geodetic system~Spiess and
Hildebrand, 1995! using 13–17 kHz frequency-sweep puls
compression has been designed. The indirect-path sys
measures the acoustic travel time between a deep-towed p
form and individual bottom-mounted transceivers in order
infer their positions with respect to one another. To provid
estimates of how diffuse venting would degrade the signa
rms phase~travel time! fluctuation is estimated for 15 kHz,
and the three ranges 1, 2, and 4 km. Figure 9 shows that
rms phase~arrival time! fluctuations are distributed from a

FIG. 6. Scintillation index results for the 80-kHz frequency, 1 and 2 k
(Rf54.3,6.1 m) are shown. The index greatly exceeds the weak scatte
limits of applicability ~0.3! for x5431028, at most energy dissipations for
the 2-km range, but not for the 1-km range.x for each curve is as in Fig. 4.

FIG. 7. Scintillation indices for the 20-kHz frequency, 1 and 2 km (Rf

58.7,12.2 m), are quite weak, especially for 1 km.x for each curve is as
listed in Fig. 4.
334 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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few degrees, for low mixing efficiency, to maxima near 4
degrees for propagation through 4 km of weak plume hete
geneities, and near 20 degrees for 1-km propagation. C
verting to length units, 25 degrees of a 15-kHz wave is eq
to 7 mm. This is near the desired performance levels of
systems, which are intended to measure possible variab
of seafloor spreading rates which average a few centime
per year.

V. SUMMARY

Our modeled acoustic propagation through isotropic, h
mogeneous random sound-speed~temperature! structures
show that the weak-scattering criteria can be met for a se
tion of ranges and frequencies. The structures are consis
with observations taken near an ocean ridge hydrotherm
vent. When these criteria are met, changes in intensity v
ance can be related to changes in the medium with so
reliability, assuming some knowledge of the physics of t
fluctuation medium.

Strong, measurable scintillations, but not too strong
invalidate the modeling, are predicted for 40–80 kHz sign
over ranges of 1–2 km. Many effects are scalable and ot
ranges and frequencies will give similar results.

The scale length of the inhomogeneities which have t
dominant effect is a function of both the acoustic frequen
and range. The ranges and frequencies quoted above
most sensitive to structures of 4–9 m wavelength. Tempe
ture variability at such scales is enhanced in vent plum
~Trivett and Williams, 1994! but is typically weak in the
deep ocean, implying scattering to be a good diagnostic t
for verification of plume existence.

The solution of the forward problem does not necess
ily put the inverse problem within grasp. Nonuniqueness,
multiple possible natural conditions consistent with acous
observations, is a potential difficulty. More detailed monito
ing would be possible when future measurements and be

ng

FIG. 8. Scintillation indices for the 80-kHz frequency, 250-m and 500-
range (Rf52.2,3.1 m), are smaller than those of Figs. 4–7 for long
ranges. There is less propagation range over which phase interference
terns can develop, resulting in very small fluctuations.x for each curve is as
in Fig. 4.
334T. F. Duda and D. A. Trivett: Scattering by plumes
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plume understanding allow more restrictive propagat
modeling and unique invertibility. However, plume monito
ing should be possible initially, even without full verificatio
of plume dynamics. Signals should exist as long as
plumes are weakly mixing, and not fully mixed, so that t
larger meter-scale gradients remain.

Phase fluctuations were estimated for deep-sea aco
geodetic systems signals, and these show that fluctuation
the same magnitude of the expected signals may exist in
worst case scenario of propagation fully through an efflu

FIG. 9. rms phase fluctuation estimates for 15 kHz at the 1-, 2-, and 4
range~Rf510, 14, and 20 m! are shown. These are functions ofM and
thermal dissipation ratex, as in Figs. 4–8. The parameterx is fixed for each
curve; the values are as listed in Fig. 4. The acoustic wavelength is 10
so the indicated fluctuations approach travel times equivalent to a centim
of range.
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plume. In this case, a more elaborate survey with hig
redundancy and greater data quantity may be required.
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